
Halloween Awards

(The Addams Family Theme song)
RAQUEL:Hello, this is Maimona Radio, the educational radio of  Fernández
Santana  High School. My name is Raquel and I'm here with my classmates of
4th ESO; Lola, Hugo , Carmen and Elena.
EVERYONE: Hello, hi.

(Frightening music).
LOLA: - Hello everybody. Today we are going to speak about….. Halloween.
(CD scratch sound effect)
RAQUEL: - Wait, wait, wait a minute.  Halloween is over, isn´t it ? Now, it’s  almost
Christmas time. (Christmas music). Now much better!
LOLA :- Stop. (Music stops). Halloween is over, you are absolutely right, but
there’s something that we have  to announce. (Trumpet effect) The winners of the
Halloween Contests! .
RAQUEL:- Halloween Contests?
LOLA:- Halloween Contests! (Trumpet effect).
RAQUEL:- What are you talking about?
LOLA: - Do you mean you have no idea about them? Really?!
RAQUEL:- I´m afraid not.
LOLA:- (Whispering to other person). Please, what are these contests about?
CARMEN:- (Whispering too). The English department has organized some
contests related to Halloween, like the Jack’o Lantern contest or the Halloween
dessert competition. And now we have to say who the winners are.
LOLA:- (Now loud). Halloween Contests are… What did you tell me?
CARMEN:- The English department of our high-school has organized some
contests for students.
LOLA:- That´s right!



RAQUEL:- And how many categories are there?
LOLA:- (Whispering). Can you give me your paper, please? I am a bit lost.
CARMEN:- (Whispering too). Sure. Here you are.
LOLA:- (Loud). (Coughing). Hum, hum… (Scary music: Family Adam’s music)).
There are five categories: Jack’o Lanterns, for first ESO students.Congratulations
to Sergio, Marta, Aitana, Carla, María and Elena  for their hard work creating their
awesome “winner” Jack-o Lanterns. (Applauses)

RAQUEL: A Halloween dessert  contest, for second ESO . Congrats to Abril,
Hugo, Adán, Carlos, we´ve got 2 Carlos, Emilio, Mario and Sofia,  who showed
their delicious tasting but disgusting looking desserts , perfect for a Halloween
party. (Applauses)

LOLA: And for 3rd and 4th ESO students, there are three categories: short scary
stories, horror shorts and horror movie posters.
RAQUEL:A big applause for  Estrella,Paola, Ana, Ylenia, Alejandro, Manuel,
Pablo, Irene, Daniela for their posters. Their designs were very creative and
original. (Applauses)
Congrats again to students of 3rd ESO  for their creepy shorts. (Applauses)

LOLA:And finally we are proud to announce the three fantastic writers of scary
stories ( Drums sound): Elena, Hugo and Carmen of 4th ESO. They are our special
guests today.
ELENA, HUGO and CARMEN:   Hi, thanks a lot.
RAQUEL: Would you like to share your stories with us, please?
ELENA, HUGO and CARMEN: Sure. We are more than happy.
(Harry Potter music)

ELENA: OK, I´ll start  reading my story. ELENA’s story. (Harry Potter music)

RUN

“I looked behind me. I was so scared, I only wished that I could travel back in time. Two
hours ago, my friends and I were doing a presentation for English class. We made it about a
serial killer. When we finished it, I went back home. It was late, so it started to become
darker and darker. I was following the normal way that I usually took, but when I turned the
last corner to my house, I saw him. I saw a shadow of a boy. He looked so familiar. I didn’t



move, I was frozen. He started to get closer to me. It was a completely shadow, all black. I
just could see his shape and his entire white eyes. I didn’t know what was happening, but I
started to run. I didn’t know for how long I was running, maybe 20 or 30 minutes. I saw a
hotel. It was all destroyed, but I was frightened, so I entered. I stopped in order to recover, I
didn’t hear anything, I thought he had left. But then, I looked behind me, I was him clearly.
He was the serial killer I wrote about. That’s why I recognized him. He was very scary. I
didn’t know what to do. I knew I was going to die. He was getting closer to me. It was the
end. I closed my eyes…”

HUGO: Wow!  It’s frightening. Now it’s my turn. HUGO’S STORY(Harry Potter
music)

“I wake up in a dark room. There is someone with me, but I can’t see very well: it’s like a
shadow. I stand up and I approach it in order to watch it better. It does the same thing. We get
very close, but I can’t see anything clearly yet. I look at its eyes; they are the only things I can
see better. Its eyes are beautiful, but it’s like all the bad things were in those two vibrant marbles.
Its whole shape is evil. Then I realise that I am watching into a mirror and I get out of the room.”

CARMEN: My story’s title is AN OBSESSED ARTIST (Harry Potter music)
CARMEN’S STORY.

“A long time ago, an artist and his wife lived happily after their wedding.It all changed
when the artist decided to paint a portrait of his beloved spouse. He wanted to keep
their souls together for eternity. The portrait had to be perfect, every single detail needed
to be impeccable. The man spent a long time examining his wife, which completely
annoyed the lady. After two weeks of these observations, the woman was feeling totally
overwhelmed, so as a consequence, she decided to leave the man and get a divorce.
When her husband knew about this he got mad, he couldn't let his dear wife leave. He
acted like he didn't know, but he actually had a plan: he needed to finish the painting.
The lady finished packing her belongings, she was about to leave the house when she
suddenly stepped on a white canvas. Her husband appeared behind her and stabbed
her with a knife. With her blood, all spread over the canvas, he portrayed her at her last
moment. Finally, there was his beloved work of art.”



LOLA: Great !! Very creepy stories !

RAQUEL: Thank you very much. Anyway, thanks a lot to everyone involved. Our
Halloween celebration has been a great success!

( The Addams Family theme song)


